SALZBURG WEILL CORNELL SEMINAR
NEUROSURGERY (SPINE)
Sunday, September 25 – Saturday, October 1, 2022
Schloss Arenberg, Salzburg, Austria

Course Director: Roger Härtl, MD
Co-Course Director: Claudius Thomé, MD

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS:

Massimo Balsano, MD
Director Spinal Regional Department
University Hospital
Verona
Italy

- Lateral Approaches to the Spine
- Management of Idiopathic Scoliosis

Kai-Ming Fu, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor
University of Virginia Medical School
Department of Radiology
Charlottesville, VA
USA

- Adult Spinal Deformity Classifications

Harry H. Gebhard, MD
Department of Orthopedics and Trauma Surgery
Kantonsspital Baselland
Liestal (BL)
Switzerland

- Spinal Trauma Classifications
- Management of Thoracolumbar Trauma
Roger Härtl, MD  
*Professor of Neurological Surgery*
*Director of Spinal Surgery*
*Director, Weill Cornell Medicine Center for Comprehensive Spine Care*
*Department of Neurological Surgery*
*Weill Cornell Medical College*
*New York, NY*
*USA*

- 6 Ts of Minimally Invasive Spinal Surgery
- MIS Treatment of Spinal Tumors

Sebastian Hartmann, MD, PhD  
*Consultant*
*Department of Neurosurgery*
*Medical University of Innsbruck*
*Innsbruck*
*Austria*

- Basic Instrumentation Techniques

Andreas Korge, MD  
*Chief Physician*
*Spine Centre*
*Schön Klinik Munich Harlaching*
*Munich*
*Germany*

- MISS Over the Top Decompression and MIS-TLIF

Lawrence G. Lenke, MD  
*Surgeon-in-Chief*
*Och Spine Hospital at New York-Presbyterian/Allen*
*Professor of Orthopedic Surgery (in Neurological Surgery)*
*Chief of Spinal Surgery*
*Chief of Spinal Deformity Surgery*
*Co-Director, Adult and Pediatric Comprehensive Spine Surgery Fellowship*
*Columbia University*
*Department of Orthopedic Surgery*
*New York, NY*
*USA*

- Basics of Adult Deformity Correction
Lynn McGrath, MD  
**Assistant Professor of Neurological Surgery**  
**Department of Neurological Surgery**  
**New York Presbyterian Hospital/ Weill Cornell Medical Center**  
New York, NY  
USA  
- Robotic and Navigation in Spinal Surgery  
- Spinal Endoscopy

Bernhard Meyer, MD  
**Chairman/Professor of Neurosurgery**  
**Department of Neurosurgery**  
**Technical University of Munich**  
**Klinikum rechts der Isar**  
Munich  
Germany  
- Spinal Metastases

K. Daniel Riew, MD  
**Professor of Orthopedic Surgery in Neurological Surgery**  
**Department of Neurological Surgery**  
**Weill Cornell Medical Center**  
**Professor of Orthopedic Surgery, Department of Orthopedic Surgery**  
**Columbia University**  
**Co-Director, Columbia University Spine Fellowship**  
New York, NY  
USA  
- Cervical Deformity Correction

Dexter Sun, MD, PhD  
**Neurologist**  
**Weill Cornell Medicine**  
New York, NY  
USA  
- Spine Neurology
Claudius Thomé, MD
Professor
Director and Chairman
Department of Neurosurgery
Medical University of Innsbruck
Anichstrasse
Austria

- Spinal Tumors
- Approaches to the Cervical Spine

Michael S. Virk, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor of Neurological Surgery
Weill Cornell Medicine
Center for Comprehensive Spine Care
New York, NY
USA

- Management of Cervical Trauma
- Spinal Cord Injury and Recovery - Strategies